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bstract

This paper introduces the energy compaction efficiency of a novel two-dimensional (2D) representation for compression of recorded power
uality event data. The 2D representation enables to exploit redundancy across vertical samples that correspond to samples which are far from
ach other in time. In one-dimension (1D), compression algorithms are unable to depict the correlation between such far away samples. However,
he 2D representation renders statistically related far away samples near to each other in the vertical dimension, hence several transform domain

echniques are able to compress such rendered data efficiently. In this paper, using real life sampled power quality event data, wavelet transform
nergy compaction efficiencies are compared through a basis restriction error analysis and the results are justified by simple and commercially
vailable 1D and 2D wavelet based coders. The preliminary results indicate that the 2D representation provides a significant energy compaction
fficiency.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The post-event processing and storage of power quality (PQ)
ata constitutes an important aspect due to the need for engi-
eering design and implementation of mitigation devices which
liminates the undesired effects of PQ problems. The processing
ormally consists of feature extraction for detection, localiza-
ion, and classification of PQ events. Once an event is detected
n a portion of the acquired data, storage of this portion for fur-
her analysis and logging purposes is becoming an important
ompression application. For example, when we consider cap-
uring a PQ event at 20 kHz to keep even minutiae details, a 10 s
ecording would produce 2,00,000 samples, requiring at least
00 KB of disk space. This implies a dramatic need of compres-
ion of the data in terms of storage. The need for compression is
ven more pronounced when data communication applications
re required. Several methods using wavelet and wavelet packet
ransforms have been developed for the compression of PQ
Please cite this article in press as: Ö.N. Gerek, D.G. Ece, Compression of p
Res. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006

ata [1–4]. In [1] and [2], compression results are presented by
hresholding wavelet transform coefficients and reconstructing
he signal using significant coefficients. Using same transform
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iscrete-time wavelet transform

hresholding techniques, variations of the wavelets, such as
lantlets are used in [3]. In [4,7] minimum description length
riterion (MDL) is used for compressing with wavelet pack-
ts. Use of and results from practically available codecs, either
n one dimension (1D) or two dimensions (2D), for the com-
ression and storage of the PQ data is not encountered in the
iterature.

In this paper, compression results using a new 2D represen-
ation of the PQ data introduced in [5,6] are presented. It is
bserved that this representation enables both high compression
atios and efficient event analysis as compared to methods using
he recorded data in one dimension. In [6], it was observed that
Q event analysis is more efficient using the 2D representation.
n this work, it is illustrated that the 2D representation is also very
uitable for the compression, storage, and visualization of the
ecorded PQ event data. To test the compression performance,
oltage waveforms of real life power quality events captured at
0 kHz from an experimental system consisting of a three-phase
ye-connected 380 V, 50 Hz, 25 kVA, 5-wire supply loaded with
L load banks and three-phase induction motors coupled with
arying mechanical loads. System also includes adjustable speed
ower quality event data using 2D representation, Electr. Power Syst.

rives controlling the induction motors for studying load gen-
rated harmonics. In Section 2, representation of the PQ event
ata in 2D is briefly described. In Section 3, the compression
erformance comparisons of 1D and 2D representations are

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006
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images are obtained whose widths correspond to two cycles of
50 Hz. The wavelet compression results in Section 3 were com-
pared between the 1D and 2D DWT domains with equal numbers
of approximation and detail coefficients. The compression com-
Fig. 1. 2D matrix (or image) generation from 1D data.

rovided using thresholding wavelet coefficients. It is observed
hat using the same number of retained wavelet coefficients, the
rror introduced to the 2D representation is significantly less
han the error in 1D due to better energy compaction property
f the 2D representation. In Section 4, the compression ability
f the new representation is illustrated using commonly used
nd freely available 1D (audio) and 2D (image) coders. Again,
he compression results using the proposed 2D representation
utperform the 1D compression results.

. 2D representation of PQ event data

The 2D representation introduced in [5] consists of a 2D
atrix whose rows correspond to non-overlapping segments of

he power transient data. In this way, the data can be considered
s an image or a 2D surface. The time segments are placed in
he rows that have a duration of an integer multiple of the data
eriod. In this way, the cyclo-stationary behavior is exploited
ell, and the image surface resembles 2D waves, as illustrated

n Fig. 1. An image generated from a real life transient using
he surface plot is presented in Fig. 2(a). The grayscale image
orresponding to the same data is shown in Fig. 2(b).

Normally, the voltage waveform is perfectly periodic, there-
ore the resultant 2D image has very small or no variation along
he vertical direction. Furthermore, if the sampling frequency
s high, the horizontal variation is also smooth. These attributes
irectly imply effective image compression methods because
any state of the art image compression algorithms perform
ell for images with slow variations.
The 2D representation of the recorded event data has sev-

ral advantages. The first advantage is its ability to detect and
lassify (1) events of voltage sags with smooth variations (2)
Please cite this article in press as: Ö.N. Gerek, D.G. Ece, Compression of p
Res. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006

nterharmonics, and (3) very small deviations from the funda-
ental frequency, which are difficult to observe using the 1D

epresentation. The second advantage of the 2D representation
s that it provides a way of compactly visualizing very long seg-

F
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ents of acquired data at once. In this visualization, the PQ
vents are also apparent. Very long sequences are normally hard
o visualize in 1D due to the aliasing in the finite resolution plots,
nd such visualizations hide several PQ events such as short
urational arcing faults, and small changes in voltage wave-
orm magnitude. The third advantage of the 2D representation
s its ability to provide efficient data compression via exploita-
ion of better correlation, which is explicitly presented in this
ork.
In [6], 2D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was proposed as

n analysis tool for the detection of PQ events from the 2D repre-
entation. This transform also exploits the compression benefits
f the 2D representation as described in Section 3. Therefore,
here is a possibility that PQ event detection and classification
an be performed directly inside the wavelet coded data without
ull decompression. In of Section 3, wavelet shrinkage analysis
ver the 1D and 2D data corresponding to the same waveform is
one. In all of the experiments, long data recordings are used, so
hat proportional 2D images could be obtained in the 2D repre-
entation. Specifically, the PQ event data are recorded at lengths
f 8,00,000, which are sampled at 20 kHz so that 1000 × 800
ower quality event data using 2D representation, Electr. Power Syst.

ig. 2. 2D matrix generated from an example real life transient: (a) in surface
orm, (b) in grayscale.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006
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arisons were carried out over sets of 60 PQ event recordings
orresponding to arcing faults, voltage sags, and interharmonics
hat are obtained using our experimental system.

. Compression of PQ event data in 1D and 2D

The basic idea of compression is to exploit the redundancy of
he representation by eliminating or merging unnecessary com-
onents from the data or its transform. Redundancy is usually
easured in terms of correlations between samples of data. Inter-

ignal correlations in 2D consist of neighboring 1D samples (e.g.
x(n, n − 1), Rx(n, n − 2), etc.) as well as corresponding sam-
les in consecutive cycles (e.g. Rx(n, n − kT − 1), Rx(n, n −
T − 2), etc.). These samples correspond to vertical neighboring
ixels in the 2D image, which are not apparent in 1D representa-
ion. When the 1D data exhibits a cyclic behavior, the vertically
eighboring samples have a strong correlation. Therefore, the
dvantage of the 2D representation is motivated by the cyclic
ehavior under normal operation conditions.

The compression algorithm efficiency is mostly determined
y either transform domain decorrelation, or by prediction of
epeating patterns within the signal. The DWT is known to
erform best for the transform decorrelation of both 1D and
D data [9–11]. Therefore, the DWT compression efficiency is
rst tested via theoretical wavelet shrinkage. The other methods
epending on the repetitive pattern search (such as statistical
r dictionary based entropy coders and predictive coders) do
ot have theoretical performance approximations. Therefore, the
nly choice to present the compression performances of such
oders is to give real life experimental results as provided in the
ext section. Although theoretical performance approximations
annot be provided for such non-wavelet coders, the reason of
btaining high efficiency in the 2D as compared to the 1D repre-
entation can be explained by the fact that, if patterns of length N
an be matched as a pattern in 1D waveform data, the 2D search
an find patterns of N × M within the 2D data which greatly
mproves the performance of statistical coders. For predictive
oders, the 2D predictions can utilize pixels from above image
ines as well as pixels from the same line. This significantly
mproves the correlation to obtain better predictions as compared
o using the data from only the same line, which corresponds to
D process.

In this section, we present theoretical results of wavelet
hrinkage performances for both 1D and 2D versions of the
ecorded PQ data. Previously, only the 1D DWT results were
resented in the literature [1–4]. Most of the works consid-
red variations in the type of wavelet, quantization, and the
ntropy coder. For instance, in [4,7], the effect of quantiza-
ion adaptation via MDL was analyzed, and it was observed
hat the achieved MSE is on the order of 20 to 30 dB around
bit/sample. 1D Wavelet zerotree coders are reported to achieve
.5 bit/sample in [8]. Shannon-Huffman type entropy coders,
n the other hand, are reported to achieve compression ratios
Please cite this article in press as: Ö.N. Gerek, D.G. Ece, Compression of p
Res. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006

round 2–4, corresponding to 2–6 bit/sample in the same work.
n our tests, it was observed that the choice of the wavelet and the
ntropy coder does not have a significant role in the compression
erformance. On the other hand, the 2D representation dramat-

m
i
i
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ig. 3. Reconstruction SNRs of 1D and 2D-DWT decomposition at CR = 2:1
o 32:1 of data containing voltage sag.

cally improves the compression efficiency. As an illustration,
he wavelet shrinkage estimate of the 1D-DWT is around 48 dB,
hereas the 2D-DWT yields an average of 54 dB for the same
itrate of 1.5 bit /sample performed with wavelets including var-
ous orders of daubechies (from 2 to 12), coiflets, symlets, and
iorthogonal daubechies (5/3 and 9/5) Fig. 3, indicating a clear
dvantage of the 2D representation. Since the selection of the
avelet does not affect the performance more than 1 dB, the 1D

nd 2D coding results are presented as averages of compressions
sing above mentioned wavelets.

In the reported experiments, conventional wavelet threshold-
ng and basis restriction error measurement methods are used
s the shrinkage method for testing the energy compaction effi-
iency of the 2D representation. First, the wavelet transform
s applied, then transform coefficients are thresholded in a way
hat small magnitudes are discarded by setting them to zero. The
econstructed waveform is obtained by the inverse transform of
he thresholded data. In this standard test, there is no quantiza-
ion or real compression using entropy based techniques. It is
nly used for testing the energy compaction efficiency of the
epresentation and the transformation which indicates whether
he technique is practically promising, or not. The distortion
etween the original and the reconstructed data is measured for
everal threshold values corresponding to different number of
hresholded samples. The distortion of the reconstructed data
orresponds to the basis restriction error using zonal sampling
12]. The number of retained (non-thresholded) samples can be
onsidered as the amount of the represented data. Therefore, the
atio of the whole number of samples of the original waveform to
his reduced amount is classically considered as the experimental
ompression ratio (CR). In order to normalize for the attenuation
actors, the distortion results are presented in dB signal-to-noise
atio (SNR) in Fig. 3. To achieve the same amount of approxi-
ower quality event data using 2D representation, Electr. Power Syst.

ation and detail coefficients, 3-level 2D-DWT decomposition
s used for the 2D data and 6-level 1D-DWT decomposition
s used for the 1D data. Thus, a ratio = 1/64 is obtained for
pproximation coefficients. It can be seen that, especially at

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006
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igh compression ratios, the SNR improvement of the 2D-DWT
xceeds 15 dB. Similar SNR improvements are observed for all
f the 60 sets of acquired waveforms containing various PQ
vents.

The significance of the SNR value is its effect on the diagno-
is of the PQ event. The performance of the lossy compression
f PQ data can only be evaluated using the SNR values. The
elected compression method and the bitrate must preserve the
roperties of the PQ event waveform for correct detection and
lassification. Low SNR values actually cause severe effects on
he waveform properties in terms of adding superfluous fre-
uency components. Experimentally, it is observed that SNR
alues below 40 dB are not practical in terms of storage and
urther analysis since they effect the waveform characteristics.
his level of SNR is never encountered in the 2D-DWT case at

easonable experimental compression ratios up to 64:1. How-
ver, 40 dB of SNR is easily reached by the 1D-DWT at ratios
round 15:1. This property makes the 1D compression impracti-
al at compression ratios higher than 15:1 for PQ event waveform
torage and further analysis.

The above analysis compares the 1D and 2D compression
fficiency via DWT shrinkage. This is due to the fact that DWT
s a popular transform incorporated in commonly used signal
ncoders. Therefore, this analysis directly provides preliminary
esults about the compression efficiency of the proposed 2D
epresentation. In order to further explore the efficiency of the
D representation, several practical and commercially available
oders, which are not necessarily based on DWT, are also tested
ith 1D and 2D data. The results for those practical coders that

re presented in the next section agree with the analysis car-
ied out using only DWT for 1D and 2D representations. As an
bservation, a pronounced compression difference in favor of
D representation remains regardless of the encoder used.

. Practical compression results

In order to justify the energy compaction efficiency of 2D
epresentation as compared to the classical 1D PQ data repre-
entation, practical compression tests using available 1D and
D coders are conducted. The coders use data redundancy elim-
nation in various ways. Some of the commercially available
oders utilize DWT, therefore their compression performances
re expected to be comparable to the thresholded DWT analysis
erformed above for 1D and 2D cases in a way that 2D coders
utperform 1D coders. This is due to the fact that commercially
vailable coders also use thresholding for the DWT samples.
herefore, the above analysis results would agree with the practi-
al results presented here. On the other hand, DWT is not the sole
ompression technique used for 1D and 2D signals. As a result,
n order to fully compare the efficiencies of the 1D and 2D repre-
entations, we conduct practical compression experiments with
WT based 1D and 2D coders as well as various types of other
oders that do not utilize DWT. Among practical 1D coders,
Please cite this article in press as: Ö.N. Gerek, D.G. Ece, Compression of p
Res. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006

avelet and subband coding based encoders are tested through
P3, OptimFROG, and VoggORBIS [13]. For the 2D case, the
avelet type coders are selected as various Wavelet Zerotree

oders (with several types of wavelet filter banks and wavelet tree

t
T
d
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itplane partitioning systems) including SPIHT and JPEG2000.
he selected MP3 coder is the PowerPack Lame MPEG layer 3
udio coder [14]. OptimFROG is a data coder which searches for
epeating patterns in audio-like waveforms. VoggORBIS [16]
s another subband-type and popular audio compressor imple-

ented by Xiph. For the completeness of the tests, non-wavelet
oders and pure lossless compressors are also tested. For the 1D
ase, the encoders are selected as LZP, PPM, TTAEnc, FLAC,
ungAE, G723, and ZIP all of which can be found in [15].
mong these coders, TTAEnc, G723, and FLAC are waveform

oders, and others are general purpose data compression utilities.
pecifically, TTAEnc was initially developed for radio telescope
aveform data compression which proved to perform well for

udio data, as well. G723 codecs were trial versions of commer-
ially available coders that had shareware options. FLAC stands
or Free Lossless Audio Codec which was particularly devel-
ped for very high fidelity audio compression. For the 2D case,
he non-wavelet and/or lossless coders are selected as JPEG,
PIHT-lossless, JPEG-LS and JPEG2000-LS [18]. JPEG is the
ost popular lossy coder which utilizes 2D-DCT. SPIHT and

PEG2000 achieves lossless coding using 2D-DWT, whereas
PEG-LS uses a 2D predictive coder (namely LOCO-I) for the
ossless compression of images [17,19]. Although the mentioned
oders are easily encountered and used in multimedia software,
hey all utilize complicated and state-of-the-art signal process-
ng and entropy techniques. Descriptions of these techniques can
e reached from the provided references.

The selected 1D coders are mostly audio coders, except the
TAEnc and pure entropy coders. All of these coders are known

o perform well for their specific input types, and they are used
s references for comparisons to state of the art compression
echniques. Some of the audio coders (including MP3) are opti-

ized for the audio perception of the human ear. Therefore, their
uitability for PQ data compression may be arguable. However,
t should be noted that the encoder favors to the high energy
avelet spaces by measuring the variances at each subband.
herefore, the lower energy transform coefficients are quantized
ore. This situation is also appropriate for the compression of

ecorded PQ event data because the application is similar to the
asis restriction error analysis presented in Section 3, where the
ower energy space samples are thresholded. As a result, the per-
eptual optimization directly corresponds to a MSE optimization
or a waveform that has a pronounced fundamental and other
igher frequency perturbations that are small in magnitude. The
D coders are all image coders. However, their application to
he 2D representation of the recorded PQ event data is compat-
ble to the 1D coders in the sense that they also quantize lower
nergy wavelet samples more and favor to the higher energy
amples. As a result, although these two types of coders are
ot specifically designed for the PQ waveform compression via
inimizing the SNR, their compression strategies are compati-

le and they constitute experimental examples for the efficiency
f the 2D representation.
ower quality event data using 2D representation, Electr. Power Syst.

In order to feed 1D data to the coders, a pre-process making
he waveform data audible is necessary for the audio coders.
he pre-process converts the original 16 bit/sample PQ event
ata to 8 bit/sample to make it compatible with both 1D and 2D

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006
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As a final 1D versus 2D performance comparison, lossless
coding methods are applied to the 1D and 2D data. The 1D coders
were selected as lossless modes of audio coders, as well as pure
entropy coders for general purpose data compression. The 2D
ARTICLEPSR-2590; No. of Pages 6
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oders. In this way, more elaborate variations of these coders are
voided. It should be kept in mind that the purpose of this work
s just to show the compression efficiency of the 2D representa-
ion, and development of possibly dedicated 16 bit compression
lgorithms are out of the scope of this paper. The second stage
f the pre-process consists of flagging the audio coders so that
hey interpret the PQ data as an audio wave sampled at 100 kHz.
y the help of this flagging, the actual 50 Hz. fundamental was

nterpreted by the audio coders to be 250 Hz, which is a more
udible frequency for the human hearing system. As a result, the
undamental frequency range is not discarded or severely quan-
ized. This interpretation does not affect the waveform properties
f the samples of the encoded and decoded data signal, but it is
bligatory for the audio encoders to have an input which con-
ains an audible fundamental. Without this interpretation, the
0 kHz sampled 50 Hz fundamental would not be audible, and
he audio encoders could ignore or badly encode the waveform
ata, producing a meaningless MSE. It is verified that this oper-
tion produces exact recovery if the coders are applied in their
ossless modes.

The audio encoders are capable of compressing the wave-
orm data down to an audio file corresponding to 32 kbit/s This
orresponds to a compression ratio of CR = 25:1. Other avail-
ble CR’s are 4.1667, 6.2500, 7.1429, 8.3333, 10.0000, 12.5000,
4.2857, 16.6667, and 20.0000. These compression ratios are
pplied to MP3, OggVorbis, TTAEnc, and G723 codecs. Inter-
stingly, the MSE at these compression ratios are very similar for
ll of these four coders, therefore the averages of these MSE’s
re presented here. The deviation from the average is not more
han 7% for the listed encoders at all compression ratios. At
ompression ratio levels above 15:1, audio encoders start to
etariorate rapidly in terms of MSE. This fast detarioration is
ot observed in the 2D encoders up to very high compression
atios such as 100:1. The zerotree bitplane type image coders
re more flexible where the precise compression ratio targets
an be met. Therefore, the first experiments are performed by
he audio encoders, and the corresponding compression ratios
re fed to the image encoders for comparison. As an example,
P3 at CR = 4.1667:1 yields a MSE of around 0.1 × 10−3

hich is reached by the SPIHT image encoder at a compression
atio around 250:1, which is an incomparably high ratio. Simi-
ar situations appear when comparing audio coders to different
mage coders, as well. The MSE results along with the compres-
ion ratios for both 1D and 2D coder algorithms are presented in
ig. 4. The figure is presented along a logarithmic axis to better
isualize the MSE quantities. The dB values can be considered as
0 log MSE values of the vertical axis. A noticeable observation
s that, the commercially or freely available coders are capable
f achieving better MSE figures than the recent state-of-the-art
nd elaborate compression methods presented specifically for
he PQ event data [8,7]. As an example, adaptive methods utiliz-
ng minimum description length encoding reported MSE around

10 to −30 dB, which are already claimed to outperform other
Please cite this article in press as: Ö.N. Gerek, D.G. Ece, Compression of p
Res. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006

ource coding methods. However, Fig. 4 clearly shows that even
he MP3-like audio codecs are capable of achieving MSE below

40 dB for bitrates down to 0.8 bit/sample. The compression
erformance difference between audio coders and image coders
Fig. 4. MSE versus CR plots for audio and image coders.

re, however, even more pronounced. The 2D image coders
chieve −50 to −60 dB MSE at comparable bitrates. The exper-
ments verify that the MSE difference observed in Section 3 is
lso retained by the practical coders.

Besides the difference in MSE quantities, audio encoders
ntroduce significant quantization distortions around CR =
5:1. Therefore, beyond this rate, the post-event analysis may
esult in false spectral information which may be critical for the
ngineering solution of PQ problems. With the 2D representa-
ion, above mentioned problem occurs only at extremely high
ompression ratios, providing a wider range of practically useful
ompression ratios for storage and transmission. A similar situa-
ion was observed for wavelet basis restriction error experiments
s stated in Section 3.
ower quality event data using 2D representation, Electr. Power Syst.

Fig. 5. Lossless compression ratios of 1D and 2D coders.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2007.08.006
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ossless coders were specifically selected among lossless image
oders that fully utilize the 2D characteristics of the image.
ig. 5 presents lossless compression results. The 1D encoders

n this figure are: (1) LZP2, (2) FLAC, (3) TTAEnc, (4) MP3,
5) ZIP. Interestingly, the regular “ZIP” method (which uses
Lempel-Ziv variant) achieves the highest compression ratio

n the average. Besides, this compression ratio corresponds to
round 1.6 bit/sample, and at that bitrate level, the best reported
Q event compression method can achieve only −30 dB MSE
7]. The 2D coders were selected as (6) JPEG-LS, (7) JPEG2000
n lossless mode, and (8) SPIHT in lossless mode. It is clear
rom the figure that all these coders are capable of achieving
bout 1.5 times more compression in their lossless modes. These
esults again justify the compression efficiency of the proposed
D representation of PQ event data.

. Conclusions

In this paper, the 2D representation is observed to have energy
ompaction advantages over the classical 1D data representa-
ion which makes it suitable for PQ event data compression.
he compaction properties of the 2D representation are found

o be orders of magnitude better than the 1D representation. This
act is illustrated by thresholding 2D-DWT decomposition sam-
les of the 2D representation, and comparing to the results of
he same operation applied to the 1D signal. The reconstruc-
ion SNR’s were observed to have significant SNR differences
etween the 1D and 2D cases. Furthermore, the difference tends
o increase with the increasing compression ratio. Following this
reliminary analysis, practical (commercially or freely avail-
ble) audio and image coders are used for the comparison of
he two representations. Also in this case, the MSE versus com-
ression ratio results justify the observations made above. The
xperimental comparisons are finally made using lossless com-
ressors, and 2D representation retains its inherent advantage
or compression. The experimental results presented in this work
an provide an insight for the selection of the image coder to be
sed in the practical compression application. Although devel-
pment of dedicated 2D encoders for compression of PQ event
ata captured at high bits/sample rates remains an open issue,
he above coder results constitute a landmark for compression
erformances. Therefore, a novel coder proposal should at least
erform better than the freely available coders.
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